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PALAWAN FLYCATCHER
Ficedula platenae

Critical —
Endangered —
Vulnerable ■ A1c; A2c; B1+2a,b,c,d,e

This flycatcher qualifies as Vulnerable because it has a small occupied range which is being rapidly reduced as a result of continuing clearance, degradation and fragmentation of its lowland primary forest habitat. As such, it is inferred to be declining rapidly.

DISTRIBUTION The Palawan Flycatcher (see Remarks 1) is endemic to Palawan and its satellites in the Philippines. Records are as follows:

PHILIPPINES Palawan Pangulasian island, October 1996 (Gonzalez et al. 1997); Lagen island, April or May 1997 (Gonzalez et al. 1997); St Paul’s Subterranean River National Park, August or September 1991 (Lambert 1993c) and January 1995 (W. Simpson in litt. 1997); Puerto Princesa, September and December 1883, January and February 1884, December 1889, December 1891, September 1925 (nine specimens in CM, MCZ, MNHN, USNM, plus Baud 1978); Iwahig Penal Colony on the Balsahan trail, repeatedly, 1983–1997 (Fisher mss, Clarke 1983, Sargeant 1989, Jensen and Hornskov 1992, many observers in litt. 1987–1997); Inagauan, July–August 1987 (Hartley and McGowan 1991); Mt Victoria, 3.8 km east-south-east of the peak at Tuas on the Tuas River, Estrella, 600–650 m, May 1990 (three specimens in CMNH); Quezon, July 1964 (female in FMNH) and at 50 m, May 1985 (male in NCSM); Ilog River (Iloy River), August or September 1991 (Lambert 1993c, F. R. Lambert verbally 1997); Taguso, June to August 1887 (seven specimens in AMNH, BMNH, MNHN); Brooke’s Point at Macagua, April and May 1962 (two specimens in YPM); Tigwayao, Batarasa, September 1925 (male in CM).

POPULATION Although Ficedula flycatchers can be easily overlooked during brief surveys (particularly if vocalisations are not known), the finding of this species at only two sites during such work in September 1991 in forest areas scattered throughout Palawan suggested that it is a genuinely rare or uncommon species (Lambert 1993c). Moreover, a century earlier F. S. Bourns and D. C. Worcester had found it “quite rare in the ground collected in by us” (McGregor 1909–1910). McClure’s (1974) assessment that it was fairly common appears to have been based on just three records over six years. However, the procuring of three specimens over three days on Mt Victoria, (27–29) May 1990 (see Distribution), plus the hearing of several birds at Iwahig in February 1996, are indications that it may in fact be a highly elusive, skulking creature whose presence and abundance are best assessed by mist-netting (P. A. J. Morris in litt. 1996), preferably combined with playback of vocalisations. The species’s presence on two small offshore islands (Gonzalez et al. 1997) hints at a wider range than is currently known.

ECOLOGY Habitat The Palawan Flycatcher has been characterised as a bird of forest understorey and second growth, up to 10 m from the ground, below 1,000 m (Dickinson et al. 1991), but it is not clear that second growth is occupied or that elevation reaches so high (650 m appears the highest record in Distribution), and it is not inconceivable that the species also spends time unobserved in the canopy. The species was “found in thickets in the jungle or forest, and always near the ground” (F. S. Bourns and D. C. Worcester in McGregor 1909–1910), the three birds from Mt Victoria were all in primary forest (CMNH label data), while observations in 1991—one in tall primary forest in a national park, one in one of the
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few unlogged forest patches in the southern lowlands, and none in logged forest or secondary
growth—suggest it may be very sensitive to habitat modification and confined to primary
lowland forest, with both observations being of single birds low in understorey particularly
rich in rattan and other understorey palms, perhaps suggesting some degree of habitat
specialisation (Lambert 1993c). Birds at St Paul’s Subterranean River National Park in April
1996 remained within 2 m of the ground (W. Simpson in litt. 1997). The bird on Pangulasian
was foraging among tangled understorey vines, and the bird on Lagen was in relatively open
understorey below closed-canopy old growth forest on limestone, with many large “ipil”
Intsia bijuga trees (J. C. T. Gonzalez in litt. 1997).

The distribution of Palawan Flycatcher *Ficedula platenae*:


**Food** Insects were in the stomach of the male from Quezon (NCSM label data).

**Breeding** Whitehead (1890) mentioned a nest which can only have been from the period June–September (Dickinson *et al.* 1991). The three specimens from Mt Victoria, May, were all sexually active (CMNH label data). A male from Puerto Princesa, September, had “very large testes” (Baud 1978), and three out of four birds trapped in July and August were in full breeding condition (Hartley and McGowan 1991). All this tends to suggest that the species readily breeds in (or at least into) the rainy season, which begins in August and continues to around January (Hartley and McGowan 1991).

**Migration** There is no evidence of any seasonal or elevational displacement in this species.

**THREATS** Being apparently restricted to primary lowland forest on Palawan, this species is almost exclusively threatened by the destruction of this habitat, the remaining fragments of which are few in number and widely spaced (Lambert 1993c). There are plans to commence granite mining at Iwahig (McGowan and Garson 1995). Nearly all of Palawan’s forests are leased to logging operations (Quinnell and Balmford 1986), although the small populations on the tiny islands of Pangulasian and Lagen appear relatively secure (J. C. T. Gonzalez *in litt.* 1997).

**MEASURES TAKEN** The Palawan Flycatcher is found in St Paul’s Subterranean River National Park (see Appendix), which is actively managed and protected by the local government of Palawan. The Iwahig Penal Colony is managed by the Bureau of Prisons and provides further protection (BRT), but see Threats.

**MEASURES PROPOSED** Apart from the area targeted for conservation above, the species is known from within or near two “key sites” (Victoria/Anapalan ranges and Mt Mantalingahan; see Appendix), which deserve further survey and formal designation, at least in part, under the NIPAS process. Preservation of the maximum area of lowland and mid-altitude forest is the priority for this and several other threatened Palawan endemics (see equivalent section under Palawan Hornbill *Anthracoceros marchei*). A conservation strategy for the island should focus on sites that support populations of all these species (see Appendix). In addition, the Palawan Flycatcher should be targeted in the complete ornithological survey of Palawan and its satellite islands that is now required (see equivalent section under Palawan Peacock-pheasant *Polyplectron emphanum*). Field survey work making use of mist-nets and tape playback of vocalisations will greatly facilitate determination of its distribution, altitudinal range and habitat preferences.

**REMARKS** (1) *Ficedula* is a genus with numerous Palearctic species, but Vaurie (1953) associated *platenae* with *crypta*, *bonthaina* and *harterti*, which are all Philippine or Wallacean. Lowland forest flycatchers of the genus *Ficedula* in other parts of the Sunda region are known to be sensitive to the effects of logging (Lambert 1992), and it is unsurprising that this species has only been observed in unlogged forest. Indeed, if it is as sensitive as related Sundaic species such as the Rufous-chested Flycatcher *F. dumetoria* appear to be, then it may be one of the most seriously endangered of the endemic species of Palawan (Lambert 1993c). Survey workers should be aware that the call of Palawan Flycatcher is very unusual and easily mistaken for an insect, being a high-pitched *ze-ee*, which often sounds like one note and is repeated about 10–15 times before the bird utters a short 4–5 second trill (Lambert 1993c).